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↑What is “already known” in this topic: 
Motor planning is the development of an action strategy with 
consideration for the future demands of the task and 
environment. There is conflicting evidence in favor of the 
hemispheric distribution of motor planning, with some 
supporting the left-hemisphere-dominance hypothesis for 
motor planning and some disclaiming it. 
 
→What this article adds: 

Previous studies do not provide strong evidence about the 
hemispheric distribution of motor planning. There are a few 
studies that focused on motor planning in left-handers. We 
performed a behavioral study in which the motor planning 
process was examined in left- and right-handed participants to 
test the left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis.  
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Abstract 
    Background: There is conflicting evidence in favor of the hemispheric distribution of motor planning. Some studies supported the 
left-hemisphere-dominance hypothesis for motor planning and claimed that the left-hemisphere has a crucial function in motor control 
even in left-handers. The present study aimed to compare the right- and left-handed participants on motor planning ability and to 
investigate the performance of their dominant hands in a specific action selection task. Also, the effect of task complexity was 
assessed. 
    Methods: Twenty right-handers and 20 left-handers performed an action selection task. The participants had to grasp a hexagonal 
knob with their dominant hand and consequently rotated it 60° or 180 ° clockwise or counterclockwise. Depending on our objects, we 
used mixed factorial ANOVA and the groups were examined in terms of the planning time, grasping time, releasing time and planning 
pattern for initial grip selection. The SPSS 19 was used for analyzing the data and p≤0.05 was considered as the significant level.  
   Results: No significant differences were observed between the two groups. The movement-related measures revealed a main effect 
of rotation (p˂0.001). However, a significant interaction between direction × planning pattern × group (p˂0.001) indicated a 
preferential bias for rotatory movements in the medial direction which is consistent with the “medial over lateral advantage”.  
   Conclusion: Both left- and right-handed participants had a similar motor planning ability while performing a planning task with 
their dominant hands. Because our study was behavioral, it only provided a test of the left-hemisphere hypothesis of motor planning.  
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Introduction 
The current knowledge about motor planning is that mo-

tor actions should be planned before they are executed in 
order to meet the purpose (1, 2). By definition, motor 

planning is the development of an action strategy with 
consideratio n for the future demands of the task, and by 
going beyond the immediately available motor-perceptual 
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information (3, 4). Action selection is an important step of 
motor planning which requires the selection of the right 
motor programs (5, 6). For example, people choose differ-
ent grips when they want to write with a pen compared to 
when they want to pass it on to someone else  (7). There 
has been a growing interest in motor planning and its 
hemispheric distribution (8-10). Anatomical evidence 
shows that pyramidal cells in the primary motor cortex 
mostly project to contralateral alpha-motoneurons in the 
brain stem and spinal cord, so it’s reasonable for each 
hemisphere to control the motor activity of the contrala-
teral limb. However, our body moves as a whole, with 
limbs working together in unified patterns. Therefore, 
there must be planning centers to program the motor activ-
ity of both body-sides as a unit. However, arguing about 
hemispheric distribution of these planning centers remains 
difficult. Motor planning processes have an essential role 
in behavioral performance of neurologic patients (11, 12) 
and athletes (13-15). So, understanding the nature of mo-
tor planning and its underlying mechanisms is important 
to target them effectively in therapeutic and sport con-
texts.  

Some studies suggested a left-hemisphere specialization 
for motor planning (16-19). For example, Schluter et al. 
(18) investigated cerebral dominance for action selection 
processes using Positron-Emission Tomography (PET). 
The activated networks were in the left premotor, left pre-
frontal and left intraparietal areas. The authors suggested 
that, in addition to speech, the left side of the brain is also 
prepotent for action. However, the evidence has relied 
only on right-handers, which is an important limitation. 
The left-hemisphere is the dominant brain in right-handers 
and the results may be due to experience and practice with 
right hand instead of a generic left-hemisphere specializa-
tion for motor planning. There are a few studies on the 
field of motor control in left-handers. Janssen et al. (17, 
20) investigated the motor planning process in right- and 
left-handed participants using a bimanual grasping task. 
The participants were trained to grasp CD cases then put 
them in CD boxes with a specific orientation. The authors 
found that the end-state comfort effect was only apparent 
for the right hand in both groups. The results from a study 
on split-brain patients (1 right-hander and 1 left-hander) 
showed that the right hand performance was superior to 
the left in both groups when performing a tool-use task 
(21). Also an fMRI study on left-handed participants 
showed that left-lateralized motor areas were activated in 
both right- and left-handed participants during a panto-
mime task (22). Although these studies have supported the 
left-hemisphere dominance for motor planning even in 
left-handers, the conclusions were based on either the data 
of only two participants (21) or using motor tasks similar 
to the daily actions, like putting CD cases on CD boxes 
(17, 20) and pantomiming tool use (22), which are com-
patible for right-handers, but left-handers also adapted to 
do these actions with their right hand because of living in 
a ‘right-handed world’ (23). In contrast, some studies 
demonstrated right hemisphere dominance for manual 
motor skills in right- and left-handers. For example, Kil-
shaw and Annett (24) investigated hand skills in healthy 

right- and left-handed participants. Left-handed partici-
pants were faster than right-handers in several tests by the 
preferred hand. Also Tankle and Heilman (25) showed 
that when performing a mirror writing task, left-handed 
participants made fewer mistakes than did right-handed 
participants using the preferred hand. In addition, the left 
hand performance was better in both groups. Hughes et al. 
(26) found no difference in motor planning between left- 
and right-handers and initial grasp postures were similar 
for both the preferred and non-preferred arm, but motor 
execution was influenced by hand used. The left hand had 
shorter transport times in both groups. These mixed results 
from studies on left-handed populations, make it difficult 
to draw a concrete conclusion about hemispheric distribu-
tion of motor planning. 

Studies on patients with unilateral brain damage have 
another view to investigate hemispheric distribution of 
motor planning. Some evidence supports left hemisphere 
dominance for motor planning, claiming that patients with 
left brain damage suffer from more severe motor planning 
deficits than do patients with right brain damage. For ex-
ample, Craje et al. (27) compared 22 patients with right 
and left Hemiparetic Cerebral Palsy (HCP) during a se-
quential grasping task. The experimenter instructed pa-
tients to grasp a rod in a rod-and-frame illusion with a 
proper grip. The results showed that the right HCP group 
(with lesions in the left hemisphere) had remarkable plan-
ning problems compared to the other group. Steenbergen 
et al. (4) also suggested that motor planning deficits were 
more severe in people whose right side of the body was 
affected. Nonetheless, Kirkpatrick et al. (28) found no 
differences between children with right and left HCP 
when performing an action planning task with the unaf-
fected arm. Dean et al. (29) also suggested that no differ-
ences were observed between stroke patients with right 
and left hemisphere lesions. Williams et al. (30) showed 
that both children with the right and left spastic hemiple-
gia had similar response time and accuracy rate on the 
hand rotation task. These latter studies are inconsistent 
with the left-hemisphere-dominance hypothesis for motor 
planning.  

Therefore, previous evidence in favor of left-
hemisphere dominance in motor planning is still challeng-
ing. However, Baraldi et al. (31) proposed a widespread 
system across the brain for planning the objective motor 
programs for each limb. They suggested that bilateral re-
gions in the motor cortex have an important role in antici-
pating planning of actions. If the left-hemisphere-
dominance hypothesis is true, the left side of the brain has 
a generic specialization in motor planning, regardless of 
handedness. With such an assumption one can expect the 
dominant-left-hemisphere to overcome the dominant-
right-hemisphere in a planning task. To address this issue, 
we investigated the performance of the dominant hands 
(corresponding to dominant brains) in right- and left-
handed participants while performing a motor planning 
task. Generally, motor planning is assessed based on the 
“end-state comfort effect”, i.e. that people often show a 
tendency to end tasks with a comfortable posture, even if 
they have to start it with an uncomfortable hand posture 
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(32, 33). In the present study we used a specific action 
selection task in which participants needed to decide how 
to rotate their dominant hands and select the proper grip 
for grasping and rotating a hexagonal knob in different 
rotational angles and directions. Different levels of motor 
process were studied by this task, including the prepara-
tion phase (before movement onset) and the execution 
phase (after voluntary movement). The primary goal of 
the study was to compare the performance of the dominant 
hands in right- and left-handed participants during a spe-
cific action selection task. We investigated whether there 
is a difference between right- and left-handed participants 
in planning times, grasping times, releasing times and 
planning patterns for initial grip selections. In addition, it 
is suggested that more complex actions (i.e. rotating a 
knob over a larger angle) would require stronger planning 
processes (34, 35). Therefore, it was also hypothesized 
that complex planning conditions would manifest in slow-
er movement-related times and better planning pattern for 
initial grips. 

 
Methods 
Participants 
The experiment involved 40 adolescents (20 left-

handers and 20 right-handers) in the age range of 11 to 19 
years, with a mean age of 14.72±2.1 years. There was no 
difference in terms of age or gender between groups. 
Handedness was tested by the four-item version of the 
Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (scores ≥61 indicated 
right-handedness and ≤-61 indicated left-handedness) 
(36), and the mean score was 98.75±3.8 for the right-
handers and ˗90±14.3 for the left-handers. All the partici-
pants had normal or corrected vision and were neurologi-
cally healthy, with no sign of developmental coordination 

disorder (DCD) or any known neuromuscular disease. 
Data were obtained from their medical profiles or parent 
interviews. All participants included in our study signed 
an informed assent. They were blinded to the goal of the 
reseach and had received participation rewards in ad-
vance. All procedures involving human participants were 
approved by the research committee of Iran University of 
Medical Science (IR.IUMS.FMD.REC1396.9321959005) 
in accordance with the ethical standards of the institution-
al and national research committee and with the 1964 Hel-
sinki declaration. Informed consent was obtained from all 
participating authorities, and children provided verbal 
assent. 

 
Experiment setup 
Figure 1A presents the custom-made apparatus used in 

this experiment. This apparatus was similar to the setup 
used by Mutsaarts et al. (3) and was placed on a table in a 
quiet room. The participants were instructed to sit com-
fortably on a chair behind this table and adjust the seat 
height in order to perform the task in a suitable posture. 
The setup consisted of a custom-made portable wedge 
(width: 40 cm) with a 45° - slope relative to the horizontal 
surface. A plastic hexagonal knob (width: 11 cm; depth: 6 
cm) was attached to the center of the wedge. The hexago-
nal knob could smoothly rotate around its vertical axis. A 
touch sensor which recorded the maximum touch surface 
was installed on each of the six sides of the knob to detect 
initial grip patterns. The participants were instructed to 
grasp the hexagonal knob with their thumb and fingers 
placed on opposite sides of the knob. Therefore only two 
opposite sides of the hexagon were touched and the loca-
tion of the fingers in front of the thumb (the surface with 
maximum touch) was detected by the sensor. So there 
were six grip patterns (Grip 1, Grip 2, Grip 3, Grip 4, Grip 

 
Fig. 1. A) the custom-made apparatus for motor planning assessment adapted from Mutsaart (2006). B) The six grip patterns with right hand (upper 
panel) and left hand (lower panel), separately. Grip 4 was biomechanically impossible for all the participants. C) Diagrams indicating 6 possible 
locations of four fingers in front of thumb detected by touch sensor (6 initial grips). 
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5 and Grip 6). Grip 4 was biomechanically impossible for 
all the participants (Fig. 1B and C). An arrow (width: 0.5 
cm; length: 15 cm) was inserted into each of the six sides 
of the knob. At 0.5 cm from the edge of the wedge, six 
LEDs were placed at 0°, 60°, 120°, 180°, 240° and 300°. 
There was a response button at the bottom and front of the 
wedge to allow the participants to start the grasping 
movements. Both the response button and portable wedge 
were controlled by a PC running presentation software 
(motor planning system, TIWAN Technology Develop-
ment Co.) to turn on the LEDs to record the planning time 
(i.e. the time in which the subject released the response 
button), grasping time (i.e. the time between releasing the 
response button and grasping the hexagon) and releasing 
time (i.e. the time between grasping and rotating the hexa-
gon) and to detect the rotation angles and directions. 

 
Experiment procedure 
The experiment started with the dominant hand placed 

on the response button. By pressing the button, a number 
of LEDs turned on and the initial trial began. The LEDs 
instructed four different conditions in terms of direction 
and rotation angle, including 60°, 180° clockwise (CW) or 
60°, 180° counterclockwise (CCW). For example, if LEDs 
1, 6, 5 and 4 were lit, it meant that the hexagon was re-
quired to rotate 180° in a counterclockwise direction (Fig. 
2A). The participants had to release the response button 
after they had made their decision about which grip they 
wanted to choose. They then grasped the hexagon and 
rotated it in the pre-cued direction and rotation angle. The 
participants were free to choose from five possible grips. 
Each time a rotation was carried out, the hand returned on 

the response button to initiate the next trial. Generally, the 
experiment consisted of 120 trials (2 directions × 2 rota-
tion angles × 30 repetitions), which were presented in a 
random order.  

The participants were told to perform the task as fast as 
possible with their dominant hand. Before the experiment, 
the participants were asked to put their hand over the hex-
agon and find the most comfortable grip. They all reported 
grip 1 (the without rotation grip) as the most comfortable 
grip. Before starting the task, participants practiced a few 
trials to learn the task and make sure whether the experi-
ment was realized correctly. 

 
Data analysis 
Analysis of the stored data focused on planning times, 

grasping times, releasing times and planning pattern for 
initial grip selections as our outcome measures. Planning 
time was the time between the LEDs switching on and the 
release of the response button, grasping time was the time 
between the release of the response button and grasping 
the hexagon and releasing time was the time between 
grasping the hexagon and releasing it after rotation (Fig. 
2B). The responses that exceeded ±3 SD of the mean were 
excluded from the next steps of the analysis. 

Initial grips were coded according to the location of four 
fingers in front of the thumb (Fig. 1C).  For analyzing the 
motor planning process in initial grip selections, three 
planning patterns (no-planning pattern, effective-planning 
pattern and wrong-planning pattern) were defined. The 
without rotation grip (grip 1) was defined as the no-
planning pattern. This pattern occurs due to the habitual 
system domination which results in using simple ways 

 
 
Fig. 2. A) Schematic design of the experimental setup and LED-based instructions. B) A trial of the task: holding the button, 
turning on the LEDs, releasing the button, grasping the hexagon and finally releasing the hexagon. 
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without considering future demands of actions. The no-
planning pattern only provides the end-state comfort satis-
faction for 60 degree rotations. In order to perform the 
task in comfortable positions, the subjects had to initially 
rotate their hands in the opposite direction of the instruct-
ed rotatory movements. So, grip 5 and grip 6 for rotatory 
movements in CW directions and grip 2 and grip 3 for 
rotatory movements in CCW directions were defined as 
effective-planning patterns. The effective-planning pattern 
was an indicator of using the goal-directed system that 
anticipates the future consequences of upcoming actions. 
If the subjects initially rotated their hands in the same di-
rection as the instructed rotatory movements, they could 
not complete the task or their hands ended in an uncom-
fortable and awkward position. For rotatory movements in 
CW directions, grip 2 and grip 3 and for rotatory move-
ments in CCW directions, grip 5 and grip 6 were defined 
as wrong planning patterns. 

 
Statistical analysis 
Normality of data was confirmed by the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov normality test (37). The statistical analysis was 
separately applied for planning times, grasping times, and 
releasing times. A mixed factorial ANOVA (2 directions × 
2 rotation angles × 2 groups) with Direction (counter-
clockwise vs. clockwise) and Rotation angle (60° vs. 
180°) as within-subject variables and Group (right- vs. 
left-handed subjects) as between-subjects factor was used. 
The planning pattern for initial grip selections was ana-
lyzed using a mixed factorial ANOVA (2 directions × 2 
rotation angles × 3 planning patterns × 2 groups) with 
Direction (counterclockwise vs. clockwise), Rotation an-
gle (60° vs. 180°) and Planning pattern (no-planning pat-
tern, effective-planning pattern and wrong-planning pat-
tern) as within-subject variables and Group (right- vs. left-

handed subjects) as between-subjects factor. P ≤0.05 was 
considered as statistically significant (38). 

Results 
Demographic information was collected from all partic-

ipants and statistical values are presented in Table 1. The 
analysis of planning times showed a significant main ef-
fect of rotation [p˂0.001, ɳ2 =0.37], reflected the slower 
planning times for rotation angles 180° compared to 60° 
(Fig. 3A). In other words, increasing the rotation angles 
led to an increase in the planning time. There was no sig-
nificant effect of direction [p=0.410, ɳ2=0.01]. No effect 
of group was observed [p=0.480, ɳ2=0.01].  

The analysis of grasping times revealed a significant 
main effect of rotation [p˂0.001, ɳ2 =0.68], indicated 
slower grasping times for rotation angles 180° compared 
to 60° (Fig. 3B). There was no significant effect of direc-
tion [p=0.130, ɳ2=0.05]. Meanwhile, there was a signifi-
cant interaction between direction × group [p=0.040, 
ɳ2=0.1], suggesting slower grasping times for CW direc-
tions in right-handed participants compared to the other 
group (Fig. 4). No effect of group was observed [p=0.25, 
ɳ2=0.03].  

The analysis of releasing times revealed a significant 
main effect of rotation [p˂0.001, ɳ2=0.86], reflected slow-
er rotation times for 180° compared to 60° (Fig. 3C). 
There was no significant effect of direction [p=0.68, 
ɳ2=.005]. Main effect of the group was not significant 
[P=0.15, ɳ2=0.05].  

The analysis of planning pattern for initial grip selection 
revealed a significant main effect of planning pattern [P˂ 
.001, ɳ2= .89], indicating the most planning pattern used 
by subjects was effective-planning pattern. There was no 
significant interaction between planning pattern × group 
[p=0.650, ɳ2=0.01], reflecting that both groups used the 
same planning pattern. There was no significant interac-

 
    Table 1.  Mean ± standard deviation with t-test (t) of age and chi-square test (Ẋ2) of gender for groups 
 Right-handers Left-handers p 
Number 20 20  
Age (years) 14.30±1.59 15.15±2.62 0.220 
Gender  9 male, 11 female 11 male, 9 female 0.520 
                                           

      
Fig. 3. Graphs representing planning times (A), grasping times (B), releasing times (C) for left- and right-handed participants. Error bars indicate 
+1 SE. 
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tion between planning pattern × direction [p=0.830, 
ɳ2=0.005]. There was a significant interaction between 
planning pattern × rotation [p˂0.001, ɳ2=0.54], indicating 
effective-planning patterns more often used for 180° rota-
tions, whereas subjects preferred the no-planning pattern 
for 60° rotations. There was a significant interaction be-
tween planning pattern × direction× group [p˂0.001, 
ɳ2=0.29], reflected that right-handed participants had a 
preference of choosing more effective-planning patterns in 
CCW directions and more no-planning patterns in CW 
directions, whereas left handed participants showed an 
opposite preference. These results were depicted in Figure 
5. 

 
Discussion 
In the present study we investigated motor planning and 

execution processes during an action selection task, and 
sought to determine whether there is a difference between 
right- and left-handed participants performing the task 

with their dominant hands. The findings revealed similar 
motor planning and execution abilities in both groups. 
Given that a brain process is not an “all or nothing” phe-
nomenon, and even people with neurological disorders use 
these processes one way or another (35, 39), this research 
did not intend to find a motor planning deficit in one 
group. Based on the left-hemisphere-dominance hypothe-
sis for motor planning, it was expected that dominant right 
hand (in right-handers) have an advantage to dominant left 
hand (in left-handers) during the task performance. The 
results showed no difference between right- and left-
handed participants in an action selection task using their 
dominant hands (corresponding to dominant brains). Thus 
the present study did not confirm the left-hemisphere-
dominance hypothesis for motor planning.  

 There are contradictory results in favor of left-
hemisphere-dominance hypothesis for motor planning. 
Some studies supported this hypothesis by studying motor 
planning only in right-handed participants (9, 16-19). A 

 
Fig. 4. Grasping times value for CW (black bars) and CCW (white bars) directions in left- and right-handed participants. Error bars indicate +1 SE 
 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of planning patterns used by right-handers (left) and left-handers (right) in four different conditions. Error bars indicate +1 SE 
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few studies on motor control in left-handers showed 
mixed results. Some of them found a left-hemisphere-
dominance for motor planning in both right- and left-
handed participants (20-22). However, some evidence was 
not in line with left-hemisphere-dominance hypothesis for 
motor planning and revealed a superior performance for 
the left hand even in right-handers (24-26). For example, 
Janssen et al. (17, 20) showed a prominent end-state com-
fort effect for the right hand in both right- and left-handed 
participants using a CD placing paradigm. However, 
Hughes et al. (26) using a different task, found no differ-
ence in initial grasping postures for both the dominant and 
non-dominant hand, regardless of handedness. In fact 
these conclusions might be specific to different experi-
mental task and paradigm used in their studies. According 
to Serrien et al. (10) lateralization of motor function is an 
adaptable process in which both hemispheres have a flexi-
ble involvement. Also motor planning is a task-dependent 
process that is related to the task context and the precision 
of movement (40, 41). Furthermore, some studies on pa-
tients with unilateral brain damage claimed that patients 
with lesions in the left hemisphere disproportionately suf-
fer from motor planning deficits (4, 27). Whereas there 
were studies that did not confirm that claim (28-30). So it 
is difficult to draw a reliable conclusion to support the 
left-hemisphere-dominance hypothesis and further re-
search is needed. 

An increase in rotation angle was found to be associated 
with increased movement-related times (planning times, 
grasping times and releasing times). This finding might be 
explained by noting that an increased rotation angle and 
task complexity require more processing and execution 
times. Marteniuk et al. (41) showed that the participants 
acted more slowly in precision tasks (e.g. fitting a small 
object into a small hole). At the neural level, Van Elk et 
al. (35) showed that an increased rotation angle was asso-
ciated with higher amplitude of P2 which is the neural 
component of action selection.  

The analysis of planning patterns for initial grip selec-
tion showed that all the participants used effective-
planning patterns more than other patterns (no-planning 
and wrong-planning pattern). The finding that more effec-
tive-planning patterns were observed in rotation angle 
180° compared to 60° can be explained by the competition 
between the habitual and the goal-directed system. The 
habitual system always uses simple ways without consid-
ering further action sequences while the goal-directed 
system anticipates both current and future task demands 
before the execution of action. Accordingly, in simple 
planning conditions (i.e. 60° rotations), the habitual and 
the goal directed systems can easily perform the task and 
achieve end-state comfort satisfaction; however, in com-
plex planning conditions (i.e. 180° rotations), end-state 
comfort satisfaction can be obtained only by the goal-
directed system (1, 32, 40). In fact, subjects had to use the 
goal-directed system for the 180° rotations and immedi-
ately turn their hands in the opposite directions of the in-
structed rotatory movements. Otherwise, they could not 
complete the task or their hands ended in an uncomforta-
ble and awkward position. In line with this finding, 

Stöckel et al. (42) also suggested that the increased com-
plexity and precision of a task leads to an increased sensi-
tivity toward stronger planning process. However, a sig-
nificant interaction between direction × planning pattern × 
group indicated a preferential bias for rotatory movements 
in the medial direction which is consistent with the “medi-
al over lateral advantage”.  The right-handed participants 
showed a preference of choosing more effective-planning 
patterns in counterclockwise directions and more no-
planning patterns in clockwise directions, whereas left 
handed participants had an opposite preference (Fig. 5). 
Literally, for the right-handed participants, a CW rotation 
is a lateral one, and a CCW rotation is a medial one. How-
ever, for the left-handed participants the opposite is true – 
a CW rotation is a medial one and a CCW rotation is a 
lateral one.  

 
Conclusion 
There are a few studies that focused on motor planning 

in left-handers. In the present study we examined motor 
planning in left- and right-handed participants to test the 
left-hemisphere dominance hypothesis. In general, we 
found no difference between right- and left-handed partic-
ipants using their dominant hands (corresponding to dom-
inant brains) in an action selection task. Because our study 
was behavioral, it only provided a test of the left-
hemisphere hypothesis of motor planning. The existing 
evidence mandates further research on this topic using 
more precise techniques, like electrophysiological tech-
niques (ERPs). 
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